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Abstract 
     It is a key segment of the traffic management system about detecting traffic parameters. With the continuous 
development of computer vision, the video traffic detection method is paid more and more attention. For 
comprehensive utilization of the technology of image processing, computer vision and pattern recognition, video 
detection technology has many advantages, compared with traditional geography induction coils, ultrasonic and laser 
detector etc, such as simple installation, convenient maintenance, not to harm the roadbed, low cost, high accuracy, 
wide monitoring area. It is constructed that an Epi-polar Plane Image(EPI) method reflect the surface and movement 
characteristics of the vehicle, then the EPI is processing of normalization, filtering and texture detection. Finally, 
based on the EPI, it is given about the detection methods of mean velocity and length of the vehicle, traffic flow. 
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1.  Introduction 
The traffic parameters mainly consist of traffic flow、traffic density ,velocity and the queuing length, 
etc. The detection of traffic parameters is a key segment of traffic control and management. Through 
detecting, analysis and controlling the traffic flow parameters, it can enhance the road transportation 
capacity, reduce the traffic accidents and adjust the traffic distribution of the road network[1, 2].There are 
lots of detection measures of the traffic parameters, such as ultrasonic, infrared detection, annular induction 
coils and computer vision. Computer vision detector will use the technology of image processing, artificial 
intelligence, pattern recognition, etc, to collect the information of vehicle and traffic parameters from the 
video digital image. 
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The vehicle detection methods based on video mainly have streamer method, adjacent frame differential 
method, background subtraction method. Each method has the advantages and disadvantages. Streamer 
method has very good accuracy and large calculated amount; adjacent frame differential method can detect 
moving object under the variable background, but may easily lost the detection of slowly moving vehicles, 
and make one vehicle into several parts; background subtraction method is a commonly used method under 
the regular background. Its detective effect depends on background updates algorithm, so when background 
updates has high reliability, it has good effects. As it has characteristics in small calculated amount and 
high reliability, it has a good instantaneity and practical applicability. In some papers, the method of neural 
network and SVM(support vector machine) have been used to the traffic video detection field, such as 
Sun[4] use Gabor filter to collect various image characteristics and train SVM grader to realize the vehicle 
detection. But in these kind of the methods, as it first need to train the traffic image, the processing is 
complex and instantaneity is not good. In this paper, according to the traffic condition at the crossing and 
background subtraction method, a detection method of the vehicle occupancy at the crossing based on the 
video is presented, in which the dynamic background updates algorithm based on the RGB color vector 
clustering is used. 
2. Acquisition of EPI 
2.1. Ideal model of EPI 
The ideal imaging geometric model of the e-polar plane image is shown as Figure 1, in which the 
projection axis of surface X-axis and Y-axis in the image plane, respectively, are Y direction and X 
direction. Through stable image, a complex movement of vehicles can be effectively separated with 
complex background. Because the camera is stationary with the road, it can get a stable image, in which 
vehicles move or stay along the straight road. Suppose the vehicle is at X=X1, and moves along Y-axis. As 
the projection of line X=X1 at the image plane is y=y1, the line segment on the vehicle along the Y direction 
at X=X1 is the projection of the line plane. As in Figure 1(b), the vehicle on the road moves from point P0 
along P0P1. Suppose the image plane is paralleled with the road surface, so that on the image plane, the 
vehicle will travel along P0P1, and on the timer shaft, then to take the segment P0P1 paralleled with X-axis 
plane to produced  the epi-polar plane image. This is an ideal model between the road surface and he image 
plan. As in this model, the vision must be perpendicular to the road surface and need the higher installation 







Fig. 1. (a) the motion model of vehicle; (b) the relationship between the road plane and image plane 
2.2. Normal model of EPI 
In this paper, a detection model of road traffic parameter used for a real traffic scene is presented as 
Figure 1. Suppose the coordinates of the rode surface is XYZ, in which X, Y direction is on road surface. 
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the road surface, as in Figure 1(a). As the vehicle usually drives along with the lane, this model is suitable 
for the traffic parameter detection of various flows.  
In this paper, an example in Chongqing is taken. The video is installed above the road surface about 6m. 
The taken image sequences of 4-lane one-way are in 640×480.In the middle of each lane, it is to take two 
line segment-t section in a group. With about 1.5m, 8 EPI are made up as Figure 2.Two EPI constructed by 
any straight segment-t section can detect the traffic parameters of one lane. Every EPI is plane projection of 
the contour of the vehicle on a line segment + camera projection center. The movement of vehicles and the 
airspace feature of road surface formed directional texture. It basically reflects the characteristics of the 
surface and the movement of vehicle in each lane. 
                         
Fig. 2. (a) the position of line-t section; (b) EPI 
3. Texture edge detection of EPI 
3.1. Sobel operator texture detection 
Here Sobel operator is used to detect the texture characteristic of EPI, which can make the color EPI to 
do the gray-scale and the normalized (as shown in Figure 3(a) shown). 
The gray variation in gray EPI can be represented by the gradient, so the operator based on the gradient 
is often used to detect the texture of EPI. Suppose the gray function of gray EPI is 
F ( i j ) 0 i W 0 j H≤ ≤ ≤ ≤， ， ， ，W for the width of image and H for the height of image, the gradient of 
point (i,j) and the gradient amplitude of point                      is : 
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Fig. 3. (a) the grey EPI; (b) the input graph analyses of the traffic parameter detection 
The traditional Sobel texture detection operators detect the texture on the two direction of 0°  and90° , but 
here, the texture detection operators on the two direction of 45°and135° are added and the traditional Sobel 
texture detection operators on the two direction of 0° and 90° are still adopted. To the direction of 
45°and135° , the two Sobel operators are compared. It is shown that operator Two has better function of 
noise and texture feature detection effect. 
3.2. Gabor the edge detection of the operator texture 
Gabor transformation uses Gaussian function, which is contained as window function, Gabor 
transformation is, 
                       
(2) 
Gabor wavelet has been widely used in the field of image processing and pattern recognition, especially 
in the feature extraction of texture image [5-7]. Gabor wavelet is a plural sine function of rotating Gaussian 
modulation [6].Commonly used even symmetric Gabor wavelet in two dimensions shown as type (2): 
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By type(4),it is known that the nature of the coordinate transformation from ( , )x y to ( , )u v  is the 
original coordinate system rotated about / 2θ π+ .This is because when vehicles is passing across the testing 
lines, it generally has a certain speed ,so that it leaves a outline texture on the EPI within /π（0， 2）. If 
30θ = °， 4uσ = ， 4vσ = , the results of Gabor wavelet transform can be got as shown in Figure 3(b). 
4. The detection of traffic parameter 
4.1. Model of vehicle detection 
Because traffic is the important information in the acquisition of traffic data, the number of traffic 
section can be determined through detecting the vehicles exist and calculating it. It is shown from Figure 3 
(b) that, on a lane, a short black line shows the existing of vehicle. If there are two detection lines, the 
vehicle could be deviate from the lane, then there will be a half of short line on the detection line, or the 
repetitive lines on the corresponding lane. It needs filter to determine the number of vehicles. As shown in 
Figure 3 (b), because C line in the fifth lane is only a short section, it can be deleted in statistics. Only when 
the length of line l≥l0, we consider it to be a existed vehicle, in which l0 is the shortest line as the statistical 
vehicle. In meantime, the two detection lines in the adjacent lane is close, the vehicle could be deviated 
from the lane. When the vehicle is driving in two lanes at the same time, it could be shown that there are 
two vehicles driving in two lanes while there is only one actually. In statistics, the repeated vehicle should 
be deleted. For example In Figure 3 (b), the starting points of A in the first lane and B in the second lane 
are at the same time position, and their end points are at the same time position, and the widths of the two 
line are very close as well. It is shown that when there is only one vehicle, so in the statistics, it should get 
rid of the repeated one in the adjacent lane. Finally after calculating the total number of the lines in each 
lane, eliminating the repeated one and the one beyond the reach of the requirement, the remaining number 
will be the number of vehicle passing by. 









4.2. The detection model of the speed and the length detection model of vehicle 
The speed of vehicle is the important data of the traffic data acquisition as well. Through the analysis of 
the input graph of the data detection, the speed at which the vehicle is passing by the detected area can also 
be detected. It can get the time of which the vehicle is passing by the detected area from Figure 3 (b). Then 
get the speed of vehicle from the length of the detection line. As the A segment in the first lane, it shows 
there is a vehicle passing by. The time interval of the start point and end point of the segment is ti. And the 
length of the detection line is L, then the speed of the vehicle is Vi=L/ti. 
The length of vehicle can be determined by the product of the speed and the time of the vehicle passing 
by a certain section. It is known from Figure 3 (b)that, the time of the vehicle passing by a certain section is 
the width of the line, and each width is t△ i. That means the time of the vehicle passing by a certain section 
is t△ i. According to the speed of vehicle calculated before, the length of vehicle will be Li=Vi△ti=L △ti/ ti.  
4.3. The detection model of the time occupancy 
The time occupancy is the percentage that the cumulative time of the vehicle passing by a certain section 
divided by the minute in the unit minute. It is known from the figure that if the time of the vehicle passing 
by a certain section is t△ i, the statistic of traffic flow during t is n, the time occupancy can be obtained in, 
                                                                                
                                                                                                                              (4) 
5. Conclusion 
This paper has presented a new traffic parameter detection method on EPI. The improved sobel operator 
overcomes the disadvantage of the traditional sobel operator, such as the existence of the rough edge on 
edge detection, noise sensitive. The specific calculation method of the Gabor operator texture edge 
detection is given. Through the practical application, the new method is put forward in this paper, which 
not only has all the advantages of the video detection, but also has the advantage of the refined edge and the 
strong antinoise ability, etc. It is a new accurate method of traffic parameters detection. 
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